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25 Dialectical Journals Of Mice
It is important to assess whether SSRIs and other pharmacotherapies can moderate the transference of anxiety by soothing maternal anxiety and to examine the extent of offspring’s exposure to the drugs ...
Moderation of the transgenerational transference of antenatal stress-induced anxiety
Researchers at the Garvan Institute of Medical Research have for the first time mapped the unique genetic profile of osteocytes.
New Genetic Map Expands Understanding of Skeletal Disease
De Sanctis GT, Drazen JM. Genetics of native airway responsiveness in mice. Based on segregation analysis of airway responsiveness in a cross between A/J and C3H/HeJ progenitor strains, Levitt and ...
American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine
reduce fat in the liver or decrease circulating markers of inflammation as seen in mice. The study, published online April 22 in the journal Science, is the first randomized clinical trial to look ...
Anti-aging compound improves muscle glucose metabolism in people
These insulin-producing cells were then able to control blood sugar levels in a demonstration involving diabetic mice ... in the paper published in the journal Nature Biotechnology on Monday ...
Diabetic Mice “Cured Rapidly” Using Human Stem Cells
Ninety prominent scientists argue that genetics, not murder or manslaughter, may explain the deaths that haunted an Australian family.
An Australian mom was convicted of killing her 4 babies. Scientists say she’s innocent.
The results of studies in mice suggest that vitamin D deficiency ... team and collaborators report on their findings in the Journal of Endocrinology, in a paper titled, “Diet-Induced Vitamin ...
Mouse Study Suggests Maintaining Vit D Levels in Older People Could Support Muscle Strength and Function
“These mice show after 6-8 months overall improved appearance and grip strength and most importantly they have extended lifespan for about 25%,” Qu Jing, co-supervisor of the project and aging ...
New Gene Therapy Reverses Aging in Mice
New STED technique enables deep-tissue imaging, reveals subcellular dynamics of neurons. Researchers have developed a new microscopy technique that can acquire 3D super-resolution images of ...
Stunning First 3D Super-Resolution Images Captured Inside Living Mice
reduce fat in the liver or decrease circulating markers of inflammation as seen in mice. The study, published online April 22 in the journal Science, is the first randomized clinical trial to look ...
Clinical trial examines metabolic effects of natural compound NMN in people
Nearly two decades after an Australian woman was convicted of killing her four children, dozens of scientists are backing the claim that they may have died of natural causes. Australian law says ...
Australian mom convicted of killing 4 children seeks pardon
A 3D biomaterial scaffold design to slowly release stem cells has worked to ensure implanted stem cells stick around to relieve pain and reverse arthritis in mice knee joints. This reduces the use ...
3D biomaterial used as 'sponge' for stem cell therapy to reverse arthritis
The typical “recreational” dose of MDMA produces blood levels in the range of 0.1–0.25 mg ... in rats and mice: relationship to neuroprotection and neurotoxicity profile. Journal of ...
Psychology Today
In a report on their new work, published Feb. 25 in the Journal of Cell Science ... They also found that mice exposed to smoke lose ANT2 gene expression. Next, Robinson, Kliment and their research ...
Biology of single-celled organisms reveals potential treatment target for COPD
The researchers are also planning to do further research on how the new toxin affects small mammals, such as mice, to see just ... published online March 25 in the journal Science.
Cause of mysterious bald eagle deaths found after 25 years
Advertising In 2003, Folbigg was convicted for all four deaths and was sentenced to 30 years in prison with a non-parole period to 25 years. Pediatric geneticist Jozef Gecz, who signed the pardon ...
Australian mom convicted of killing 4 children seeks pardon
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In 2003, Folbigg was convicted for all four deaths and was sentenced to 30 years in prison with a non-parole period to 25 years ... the peer-reviewed cardiology journal Europace.
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